Tariffs for private TV

1. Private TV organization (national or international TV program)
   • 1.9% of the total monthly commercial gross income. Minimum fee €5752 per month.

2. Private TV organization (small local TV program)
   • 1.9% of the total monthly commercial gross income. Minimum fee €320 per month.

Comments:
1. Tariffs does not depend on the amount of music in total broadcasting time.
2. In addition to musical works, the television tariffs also include the works of visual art.
3. Income per month includes incomes from the advertising sales of airtime, from paid telephone services, from the advertising sales in the TV teleportal environment, from the amounts received for using the TV teleportal service (subscriptions paid by the user directly to the TV for the access to its web service), from the amounts received from the cable operators for carrying the signal over their cable network.
4. Tariffs based on result of negotiations with the major private TV organisations.
5. Tariffs are valid up to 31.12.2023.